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Abstract

Protein molecules, the basic building blocks of all living organisms, are formed by chain sequences of amino acids. Due to
internal forces, these chains are folded into a spatial representation with recurring patterns along the chain, called secondary
structures. The basic secondary structures are α-helices and β-sheets, however, the protein function is also determined and
influenced by other, non-periodic structural units, such as loops. Playing a pivotal role in the protein folding and dynamics,
the loop classification and understanding may be necessary for modeling of shared structure ancestry (homology), protein
structure prediction, and protein design. However, their non-repetitive characteristic denies the easy identification of their
regularities. Therefore, we present LOOPS, a web-based tool for exploring and analyzing loops in proteins, that offers a high
level of interaction with reference to other secondary structures. Displaying the additional information about a loop, such as
its conformation, geometry, and multiple b-factors obtained from various methods, LOOPS provides a simple tool for analysis
of loops in a protein sequence.

CCS Concepts
• Human-computer interaction → Biomedical visualization;

1. Introduction

Understanding the behaviour of proteins is a challenging task, be-
cause it is effected by their structure, dynamic behavior, and other
aspects. The basic building block of all proteins is the sequence
of amino acids, known as a primary structure of a protein, fol-
lowed by periodic secondary structures, such as α-helices and β-
sheets, and the tertiary structure, representing folding of the whole
sequence into a compact 3D shape. Recent studies suggest the pro-
tein behaviour is also influenced by non-periodic structures, known
as loops [AIM08, PIBGG∗13]. Loops are segments of amino acids
joining the periodic secondary structures, which have significant
influence on protein-protein interactions, ligand and DNA bind-
ing, enzyme catalysis, etc. [FS03]. So far, the loop classification
has been practically applied to predictions of protein functions
[LRO07] and protein interaction [MPC∗13].

Despite the clear benefits of loop classification, there have not
been any attempts to provide an interactive visual representation of
these non-periodic structures, enabling to explore loop structures
and their properties. Therefore, here we propose a visual tool aim-
ing to display the loop positions and their properties. We believe
that our approach might simplify and ease the process of under-
standing the importance of loops for protein function. We are de-
signing our tool in tight collaboration with the domain experts, pro-
viding us also with the input data and valuable feedback.

2. Loop characteristic

Over the course of the past years, several methods for loop classi-
fication were presented [AHB∗04,EFFH∗04,BGGPI∗13], defining
a non-periodic structure as an elementary super-secondary motif—
one loop plus its bracing secondary structures [SHOT99] (see Fig-
ure 1). In other words, a loop is defined as a subsequence of amino
acids that starts with the first amino acid belonging to the preceding
secondary structure and ends with the last amino acid of the clos-
ing secondary structure. Between these secondary structures lays a
so-called coil, which is formed by amino acids, that do not belong
to any secondary structure in the protein sequence.

Figure 1: A protein loop is defined as a sequence of amino acids
spanning a triplet of two periodic secondary structures and a coil
in-between them.

For the classification purposes in ArchDB [BGGPI∗13], a loop
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Figure 2: The user interface of LOOPS. Three basic views combine 3D view, 1D sequential representation equipped with secondary struc-
tures and loops, and finally detailed views on selected loops with additional information such as loop geometry and b-factors.

is defined by its length (number of amino acids), conformation (φ
and ψ backbone dihedral angles of the amino acids), the bracing
secondary structures, and the geometry of the loop. The geometry
is defined by four internal coordinates (D, δ, θ, ρ), extracted from
the orientation of the principal vectors (M1, M2) that define the
bracing secondary structures [OBQ∗97].

Another important aspect in the loop analysis is the b-factor
number. It represents the fluctuation of atoms around their average
positions and provides us with essential information about protein
dynamics [YBT05]. Such information can produce a valuable in-
put to the loop definition process as we can observe the fluctuation
of not only atoms but whole amino acids, secondary structures, and
whole loops as well.

3. Design and Implementation

Addressing all the features and loop properties described above, we
designed LOOPS, a visual tool for analysis of protein loops. The
implementation extends the approach presented by Kocincová et
al. [KJB∗17], serving namely for comparison of protein secondary
structures by encoding the spatial orientation of secondary struc-
tures directly into the 1D sequential view. The same composition
of views and interaction can be used to compare the positions and
properties of loops. Additionally, it provides robust layout for ob-
servation of one or more protein sequences.

The LOOPS application benefits from spatial alignment of the
compared protein chains, which can be observed in the 3D view,
and illustrates the spatial conformation of the loops. Their relative
position in the chains can be compared in the juxtaposition view.
Continuous values of b-factors are plotted in the area chart behind
the detailed view of a selected loop, distinguishing protein parts
with high fluctuation of atoms from regions with low one. Loop
geometry values are displayed for easier categorisation and inter-
pretation.

The LOOPS application consists of the following linked views.
The first view contains the PV viewer [BBW∗14] JavaScript mod-
ule, which supports the 3D visualization of uploaded proteins and
basic interactions, such as rotation, zoom, and selection. The up-
loaded protein structure is straightened into the second, 1D view.

Here we convey the positions of secondary structures within the se-
quence as glyphs (spirals and arrows) and detected loops as arches
above them. For every loop, the sequence number taken from the
PDB file of the starting and ending amino acid is displayed. After
a loop is selected, it is immediately highlighted in the PV viewer
window and visualized also in the third proposed view, showing
detailed information about a selected loop and its properties.

The detailed view shows a zoomed-in loop with additional in-
formation, such as its geometric properties and average b-factors
of amino acids in the loop. The latter is visualized as a area
chart behind the glyphs, instantly identifying amino acids within
the loop with high b-factor fluctuation numbers. The position
and geometry of the loop are obtained from the ArchDB loop
database [BGGPI∗13]. The 3D position of amino acids, secondary
structures layout, and b-factors are accessed directly from the PDB
file containing the protein.

All views are interactively linked—the selection of a loop in the
1D sequence view leads to changes in the 3D and the detailed loop
view. This enables the user not only an intuitive exploration of a
single protein structure and its loops, but our tool also addresses the
request of the collaborating domain experts to be able to compare
two or more protein sequences and their loops. Figure 2 shows the
interplay between our proposed visualizations, used for comparison
of two loops, each coming from one protein.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of a pro-
totype for the web-based LOOPS application. It is a web-based
tool for visualization and interaction with loop structures in pro-
tein sequences. The right combination of views grants the ability to
explore the properties of individual loops and compare them with
other loops within one protein sequence or across more proteins. In
the near future, the application will be tested on selected datasets
from the ArchDB database. Additionally, it will be further devel-
oped to satisfy the demands of new trends in loop classification.
This will include the support for so called superloops (suggested in
Figure 2 as black arches) and dynamic data inputs, such as b-factors
calculated ex-novo and percentage of structure over time.
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